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Pick Modules
for Order Fulfillment
and Storage Operations

R

Manual 40
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High Throughput Designed
for Your Specific Needs
Ridg-U-Rak’s modular order picking systems can be deployed in solutions tailored to your
product delivery requirements. Pallet, case, carton and pick-to-light components can be
utilized in Push-bak, gravity flow 100% selective and other storage methods along with
flooring and decking selections. This provides the
ultimate in productivity and space utilization.
Ridg-U-Rak’s systems engineers will perform a
logistics audit of your order fulfillment needs and
provide a complete, cost effective proposal for your
consideration. Facilities are custom designed and
tailored to meet your specific needs. From design
through system integration through complete
installation. Ridg-U-Rak can provide turnkey
responsibility for your project.

R

No Rust at this Paint Company
A combination of flow rack, Push-bak and wire
decked 100% selective rack over pick tunnels
lets this major paint company handle 40% of
all their nationwide product shipment from a
single facility.
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Increased Productivity for Operations
Multiple SKU’s in a variety of lot size requirements
are easily handled by the interface of storage methods.
Slower moving items in pallet loads are fed into the
system from 100% selective or drive-in rack. Faster
moving pallet loads are fed from Push-bak high
density storage lanes that provide over
90% utilization of storage space.
Gravity flow pick modules
deliver carton lots and
pick-to-light items to the
order fulfillment lines. No
wasted space. No wasted
movement. No wasted time. Every
cubic foot of valuable space works for you.

Prescription for Success

Ridg-U-Rak provides a multiple level,
highly concentrated order picking system
for one of the nations leading pharmaceutical manufacturers. Conveyors carry
totes through upper level of work

platform picking stations down to floor
level picking lane and shipping. The
entire product line is accessible and
Ridg-U-Rak gravity flow storage lanes
insure there are no stock outages.
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rations and Fulfillment Systems
Hats Off to
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Hats Off to Efficiency

To quickly and accurately pick orders
for retail outlets, the nation’s largest
hat maker moves product through a
custom designed Ridg-U-Rak system.

Massive Retailer / Mass Distribution
Catalog fulfillment sales for the country’s leading
mass merchandiser are expedited through a comprehensive multi-level distribution center. Ridg-U-Rak
pick modules backed by integral supply storage systems keep product moving and deliveries on time.
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Other Ridg-U-Rak Storage Systems
High Density
Storage Systems
Ridg-U-Rak high density storage
systems make maximum use of valuable
floor space. Typical system designs
include drive-in, push-bak, flow racks
and mobile racks. Request High
Density catalog for more information.

Proud member
of these organizations

Incorporated in 1945, The
Material Handling Institute is
a national trade association
of material handling
equipment manufacturers
dedicated to promoting the
proper and effective use of
their equipment and services.

Industrial
Storage Systems
Ridg-U-Rak industrial storage racks
include rack supported stacking systems
with integral cranes, roll out shelf racks,
wide span shelving, reel racks, pallet
stacking frames, and cantilever racks.

The Rack Manufacturers
Institute, organized in 1958,
represents the majority of
U.S. rack manufacturers and
is dedicated to maintaining
rack performance standards.

Storage Systems
and Capabilities
What storage method is best for your
particular needs? Request Manual 25
and review over 20 different proven
methods of high productivity storage.
Phone or FAX today.

MHEDA is a professional
organization dedicated to
further educating, improving
the proficiency and enhancing the professional image of
material handling distributors
nationwide.

How to Order
For hometown service, call your
local Ridg-U-Rak Distributor listed
in the Yellow Pages.
Phone:

FAX:

(814) 725-8751

(814) 725-9811

www.ridgurak.com
R
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RIDG-U-RAK, INC. NORTH EAST, PA 16428

